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good morning ladies and gentleman                                               
welcome back to ask the theologian on                                           
this Friday delighted to see you missed                                         
you yesterday as I was out for a funeral                                        
on our ask the theologian time but here                                         
we are today live ready to take your                                            
questions biblical questions theological                                        
questions worldview questions even                                              
politic questions will take him what                                            
have you got on your mind let's take a                                          
look and consider and our first question                                        
comes today from Pastor Roger in Fresno                                         
California related to Titus chapter 2                                           
verse 13 it's a familiar one to many of                                         
us and yet do we actually know what it                                          
says Pastor Rogers asked the question                                           
that blessed hope and glorious appear in                                        
he wants to know is it a reference to                                           
the second coming or a reference to the                                         
rapture and maybe verse 14 gives a                                              
little insight into that so let's take a                                        
look at Titus chapter 2 verse 13 where                                          
the instruction is the word is looking                                          
for that blessed hope and the glorious                                          
appearing of of the Great God and our                                           
Savior Christ Jesus now you know that                                           
most dispensationalists of course even                                          
refer to the rapture as our Blessed hope                                        
that is the only time I believe let's                                           
just double check this real quick but                                           
that is the only time I believe that the                                        
actual words blessed hope are used in                                           
the Bible indeed I just pulled up a                                             
search there it is Titus 2:13 blessed                                           
hope the English words anyway that's the                                        
only time they're used so dispensational                                        
is just very often almost exclusively I                                         
would say take that blessed hope to be                                          
the rapture looking for the Blessed hope                                        
well I think you're right pastor Roger                                          
in having a question about whether or                                           
not that which is so commonly used is                                           
actually about the rapture                                                      
or is it maybe about the second coming                                          
let's look at a couple of things here                                           
that would take it and this is one of                                           
those deals by the way a question the                                           
assumptions kind of thing where we                                              
should be careful not to take all the                                           
theology that we've received previously                                         
and parroted I talked about the                                                 
evangelicals and their parenting problem                                        
all the time and yet it can become a                                            
dispensational problem as well                                                  
so should we pair it this blessed hope                                          
as the rapture or not well let's take a                                         
look at the scripture again and what we                                         



have here is looking for that blessed                                           
hope and the glorious appearing of the                                          
Great God and our Savior Jesus Christ I                                         
think the key word right here is and                                            
should we take this as one thing or two                                         
things are we looking for the Blessed                                           
hope and we're looking for the glorious                                         
appearing if we take it that way then we                                        
can have two things I wanted I want to                                          
see the Blessed hope and after that                                             
comes the glorious appearing I think                                            
that it would be very easy to to lay                                            
down and those with any kind of rapture                                         
foundation would understand the                                                 
differences between the rapture and the                                         
second coming and they would recognize                                          
that the glorious appearing is not the                                          
rapture the glorious appearing when when                                        
the Son of Man appears in all of his                                            
glory and he is seen from from from one                                         
end of the world to the other as                                                
lightning flashes before the sky he                                             
comes in to establish his kingdom that                                          
is the glorious appearing but even the                                          
word appearing there without the word of                                        
glorious even the word appearing is not                                         
what happens in the rapture in the                                              
rapture nobody is going to see him and                                          
the particular word appearing here comes                                        
from fine Oh fine oh is a is a light                                            
word if you will it's actually a very                                           
scientific word that explains why                                               
something appears and other things don't                                        
but in the rapture there is no fine oh                                          
there's no light that shines there's no                                         
ability to see                                                                  
the the the Lord Jesus and if you can't                                         
see it there's not an appearance it                                             
didn't appear so I think it's very clear                                        
to say the glorious appearing of our                                            
Lord Jesus Christ is not the rapture                                            
therefore we come back again and say are                                        
we looking at one thing or two are we                                           
looking for that blessed hope and also                                          
the glorious appearing of the great                                             
great God and our Savior Jesus Christ                                           
who gave himself for us or is that and                                          
further describing the Blessed hope now                                         
I happen to think of course as we look                                          
at this I note that the King James does                                         
have a comma it it seems by putting that                                        
comma in the King James translators are                                         
saying okay these are two things if we                                          
were to look over here to bollinger he                                          
talks about using this phrase right here                                        
the Blessed hope and the glorious                                               
appearing he says that is a figure of                                           
speech                                                                          
and here it is here a Hindi at ease                                             
hindi at ease is what he calls that                                             
figure of speech                                                                
okay everybody knows what a Hindi at                                            



ease is so we don't need to talk about                                          
that right                                                                      
well these figures of speech that                                               
Bollinger gives there really is a lot of                                        
insight to them they're not there on the                                        
advanced level not easy not on the                                              
bottom shelf kind of thing but a hindi                                          
at ease according to Bollinger is two                                           
words used but one thing meant let's go                                         
to Genesis chapter 29 he gives reference                                        
to another Hindi at ease I think that                                           
was 229 if I'm not mistaken and make                                            
sure I've got that correct yeah 2 9                                             
excuse me                                                                       
Genesis 2:9 out of the Lord out out of                                          
the ground the Lord God how do the head                                         
of the ground made the Lord God to grow                                         
every tree that is pleasant aside and                                           
good for the food the Tree of Life in                                           
the midst of the garden                                                         
and the tree of the knowledge of good                                           
and evil now let's go to Bollinger notes                                        
for Genesis chapter 2 verse 9 and see if                                        
he speaks of a Hindi at ease here he                                            
does not actually bring that word                                               
through there but it looks like we've                                           
got a couple in that are in here                                                
pleasant and good for food it's the same                                        
it's referring to the same thing or in                                          
the midst was the tree of life and the                                          
tree of the knowledge of good and evil                                          
and he's got a note further on that we                                          
won't get into that it'll get us off the                                        
question there but                                                              
bullinger is point anyway and we could                                          
follow through to see whether or not we                                         
should accept his point Bullinger point                                         
is he thinks it's a hindi at ease that                                          
is two things that mean one so then                                             
going back to Titus chapter 2 and verse                                         
13 then the instruction would be to be                                          
looking at for one thing the Blessed                                            
hope and glorious appearing of the law                                          
of the Great God and our Savior Jesus                                           
Christ I think you can argue that's one                                         
thing and therefore you would not argue                                         
that the Blessed hope is the rapture now                                        
let's let's try first of all to argue                                           
that this is one thing this is related                                          
to the second coming and then we'll go                                          
back and see if the dispensationalists                                          
are wrong and calling it the Blessed                                            
hope the rapture the Blessed hope so                                            
let's argue it's one thing first of all                                         
looking for that blessed hope and                                               
glorious appearing one thing described                                          
in these two ways of the lore of the                                            
Great God and our Savior Jesus Christ                                           
now the appearing of the Great God and                                          
our Savior again is this a hindi at ease                                        
here what do we have here are we talking                                        
1 we know there are two there are                                               



actually 3 in 1 but the appearance of                                           
God really does does lend us more to the                                        
second coming but then it says                                                  
speaking of Jesus Christ who gave                                               
himself for us that he might redeem us                                          
from all iniquity and purify unto                                               
himself a peculiar people zealous of                                            
good works now right there and Roger                                            
makes reference to this in his question                                         
that this may tip us off that this is                                           
really a reference to the second coming                                         
a peculiar people zealous of good works                                         
that are there some similarities to the                                         
church there well I've known a lot of                                           
peculiar church people right and in one                                         
sense the church is peculiar from the                                           
world in which it is but if you follow                                          
that phrase through and you begin to                                            
look I think that we would have to say                                          
if we're letting Scripture speak to                                             
Scripture redeeming a peculiar people                                           
that are zealous for good works is not a                                        
description of the church which is saved                                        
by grace through faith not of works but                                         
it is a description of Israel which if                                          
we were to go back to Ephesians chapter                                         
2 those familiar words in verse verse 8                                         
beginning in verse 8 going into verse 10                                        
says for by grace are ye saved through                                          
faith that not of yourselves it's the                                           
gift of God not of works lest any man                                           
should boast we are his workmanship and                                         
if you've studied our studies in                                                
Ephesians you see there is in Ephesians                                         
a difference between ye and we and here                                         
I think Paul comes along he has been in                                         
the Wii mode and yet he stops and says                                          
hey wait a minute                                                               
you are saved you Gentiles saved by                                             
grace through faith not of works we the                                         
Jewish nation are his workmanship                                               
created in Christ Jesus unto good works                                         
now let's take that and go back if we                                           
take the premise that the Jewish nation                                         
is created unto good works well here he                                         
wants to purify for himself a peculiar                                          
people who are zealous of                                                       
good works I think those two phrases                                            
peculiar people and zealous of good                                             
works though there are similarities to                                          
the church                                                                      
I think the biblical definition of who                                          
that is                                                                         
is the nation of Israel furthermore I                                           
think and some disagree with me on this                                         
point and I haven't studied it enough to                                        
just absolutely be ready to present to                                          
you the case but I think when we get to                                         
this word redeem right here that that is                                        
a word that is actually used of the                                             
Jewish people to buy that out of the                                            
marketplace that which he owns is is a                                          



Redemption it is true that Christ paid a                                        
price that that allowed you and me                                              
people in Fresno and people in Taos to                                          
be saved any man woman boy girl                                                 
whosoever and so there is the sense in                                          
which all people have the purchase price                                        
has been paid but I think when we look                                          
again technically into the scripture the                                        
word redeem is a word that's used for                                           
the Jewish people so that would give me                                         
a hint there now if that's true that I'm                                        
looking at it and saying okay here in                                           
verse 14 this is talking about the                                              
Jewish people he gave himself for the                                           
Jewish nation in order that he might                                            
redeem the Jewish nation from all                                               
iniquity and purify him to himself a                                            
peculiar people zealous of good works                                           
that is the Jewish nation if that's the                                         
case we should expect some kind of                                              
little transition because Titus you                                             
remember is a Gentile Titus is not a Jew                                        
so Titus should not be included in the                                          
US here and if we back up I don't know                                          
here let's see we we get to here okay no                                        
evil things should be said of you we                                            
ought to follow that back and see what                                          
kind of pronouns are being used right                                           
here                                                                            
doesn't look like there's a lot of them                                         
being used but thou you                                                         
that's the thousand Euler and the aged                                          
women likewise they may teach to be a                                           
discrete young men likewise and all                                             
things show thyself a pattern of good                                           
works and they're clearly speaking not                                          
of the nation of Israel but clearly                                             
speaking to Titus their sound speeds it                                         
can't be condemned may be ashamed having                                        
no evil thing to say of you here in the                                         
plural speaking I suppose of the old men                                        
the young men that he's been talking                                            
about exhort servants and here we have a                                        
not a pronoun that is given there to be                                         
obedient to their masters to do things                                          
not                                                                             
purloining the grace of God that bring a                                        
salvation teaching us ok here he goes                                           
from a you to it us and that fits then                                          
to the Blessed hope and glorious                                                
appearing of our Savior so us begins in                                         
verse 12 could you bring the argument                                           
that Paul shifts and speaks of us to do                                         
to do that firmly we would have to go                                           
back to the beginning of Titus                                                  
fortunately we're only in the second                                            
chapter here and begin to lay those out                                         
and see is there this precision of                                              
pronouns I have a hunch there is a                                              
precision of pronouns in Titus that                                             
shows that when he gets to verse 12 and                                         
switches from the you the you singular                                          



in the you plural that has been using                                           
and now switches to the US is somehow he                                        
inclusive of the you in that US which is                                        
a possibility or indeed do we have                                              
evidence that us is Paul whoever's with                                         
him and the Jewish nation there and that                                        
the Jewish nation is looking for the                                            
Blessed hope and the glorious opinion of                                        
a clearing of our Lord Jesus Christ now                                         
there is a truth in which Titus was not                                         
looking for the glorious appearing                                              
because Titus was looking for the                                               
rapture and this is why we want to go                                           
directly to the rapture say this is a                                           
deal that obviously is about the rapture                                        
but Titus was going to be raptured                                              
before the at least seven years before                                          
the glorious appearing of so how could                                          
he be looking at four that it it's you                                          
know I guess you could spiritualize it                                          
and say well you know in a sense that                                           
that's his ultimate he knows that's the                                         
ultimate hope of the world and so even                                          
though we have something that comes                                             
first we're looking also for that and                                           
there's that sense in which you and I                                           
you know we might pray thy kingdom come                                         
thy will be done on earth as it is in                                           
heaven we know that when the kingdom                                            
comes that that is going to happen and                                          
we pray for that to happen for the                                              
ultimate establishment of the kingdom is                                        
something that you and I would long for                                         
and in that sense look for even though                                          
we know that we're not going to be here                                         
for the establishment of it so it's                                             
possible that he gives him the                                                  
instruction there now should we not use                                         
blessed hope to refer to the rapture I                                          
think that there is enough enough                                               
evidence here that points us to saying                                          
that is one thing the Blessed hope which                                        
is the glorious appearing enough                                                
evidence to push us there that I                                                
personally don't think we need to use                                           
blessed hope which is a phrase that                                             
could go the other way is the rapture                                           
our Blessed hope certainly is Titus 2:13                                        
speaking about the rapture maybe not                                            
and since Titus 2:13 is the only                                                
biblical passage that speaks of the                                             
Blessed hope                                                                    
why don't we speak of something else why                                        
don't we speak of you know that day in                                          
which we'll be caught up together with                                          
the Lord's to meet the Lord in the air                                          
together with with with the dead in                                             
Christ to meet the Lord in the air we                                           
can use other terms that are not                                                
biblically confusing now at the same                                            
time if I was sitting with Bible teacher                                        
and sitting listening to a Bible teacher                                        



and he talked about Our Blessed hope the                                        
rapture I probably would not stop                                               
the service right there and ask for                                             
rebuttal time I don't think it would be                                         
that big of an issue because there is a                                         
possibility that he's talking about two                                         
things here the Blessed hope and later                                          
to follow the Blessed hope the glorious                                         
appearing because the truth is that just                                        
being raptured out of here doesn't solve                                        
the ultimate problem it solves my                                               
personal problem but we know that                                               
there's a bigger problem than that and                                          
that is the curse and until the curse                                           
shall die the then we don't have it and                                         
so the that's going to take the glorious                                        
appearing so I really kind of lean                                              
towards second coming on this whole                                             
thing one thing talking about the second                                        
coming I would be gracious if someone                                           
else divided those into two and if we                                           
were sitting across having a hamburger I                                        
might say hey let's discuss that day                                            
could we really come up with that I                                             
think you're wise to look at that and be                                        
careful not just to assume oh that's                                            
definitely talking about the rapture                                            
because maybe it's not I'm pretty                                               
convinced that the only place that is                                           
definitely talking about the rapture is                                         
his first Thessalonians chapter 4 verses                                        
13 through 17 and other passages of                                             
scripture even Pauline passages like                                            
this one or like first Corinthians 15:52                                        
as we've talked about before um in a                                            
moment in the twinkling of an eye I'm                                           
not sure those are about the rapture it                                         
doesn't bother me that there's only one                                         
passage about the rapture I think we                                            
talked about this two days ago on some                                          
other discussion I don't remember what                                          
the context was but what once is enough                                         
for me in the scripture if God said it                                          
that settles it and so we go with it you                                        
you second Thessalonians chapter 4 13                                           
through 17 is so clear that there is a                                          
catching up a rapture rapture to use the                                        
Latin word that there's no need to deny                                         
it all you then have to do is place it                                          
figure out where it goes and there's no                                         
need to worry that well Paul didn't                                             
mention that every time he turned around                                        
okay                                                                            
he didn't he was talking about other                                            
things does that mean he didn't believe                                         
it does that mean he was not convinced                                          
of it absolutely not it just means he                                           
had already told us about that and there                                        
was not a need then to tell us again                                            
through that so thank you for your good                                         
word there from Fresno California                                               
appreciate that Bob up in Minnesota says                                        



last night we were talking about the                                            
Davidic Kingdom how big will this                                               
kingdom be considering that David's                                             
Kingdom in the Old Testament covered a                                          
much larger territory than present-day                                          
Israel exactly the the the boundaries of                                        
the Davidic Kingdom were clearly larger                                         
than today's Israel and especially the                                          
way the the State Department up until                                           
Mike Pompeo anyway wanted Israel you                                            
know to trim it off Obama talked about                                          
those 1967 lines you know making it as                                          
teeny tiny and indefensible as could                                            
possibly be but now you know it's still                                         
if you watch CNN the West Bank is                                               
occupied territory but the official                                             
United Nations boundaries really are                                            
Savannah find a map right here the the                                          
kingdom of David certainly went beyond                                          
that area and I am going to just pull up                                        
a file that I have not vetted here to                                           
see what we've got right here but I                                             
think that's decently accurate anyway                                           
shows this is the kingdom of David and                                          
Solomon actually under Solomon's right                                          
new notice that goes all the way to                                             
Amman to Damascus way up into what                                              
probably is modern-day Iran even the                                            
kingdom of David certainly went beyond                                          
the Jordan River and even the the 12                                            
tribes back in the days of Judges you                                           
remember it was Manasseh and Ephraim                                            
wasn't it möhippa by two tribes wrong                                           
that's were up on the on the eastern                                            
side of the Sea of Galilee going into                                           
what and what now is the Golan Heights                                          
but also going into Jordan and into                                             
modern-day Syria and that was even                                              
before the kingdom of David went beyond                                         
that so what then are the boundaries you                                        
know when you look I believe it's                                               
Ezekiel that does talk about the                                                
boundaries of the kingdom and it                                                
describes it in a way that excuse me as                                         
I type that in there looking for another                                        
map it talks about it in a way that is a                                        
little bit difficult to understand so                                           
we're going to find a number of                                                 
different maps here I will pull up this                                         
one I think probably it is even a little                                        
bit slim but land allotment in the                                              
Millennium according to Ezekiel it does                                         
have these very rectangular if you will                                         
land allotments I actually think the                                            
ones I've seen actually go much farther                                         
to the east beyond the Jordan River from                                        
even here at just in the northern                                               
section does it do that but nonetheless                                         
even that that's not the the land that                                          
is given to Israel today now I think                                            
that that Kingdom the official                                                  
boundaries of the kingdom the Millennial                                        



Kingdom are going to be the greatest                                            
extent that you can get out of Israel                                           
which actually will even be beyond what                                         
Solomon that was the zenith of the                                              
kingdom where Solomon had the borders I                                         
think it's going to stretch farther than                                        
that if you use Ezekiel's boundaries and                                        
if we understand Ezekiel's boundaries                                           
which are a little bit difficult now                                            
then beyond that the kingdom which will                                         
be situated there                                                               
is going to have dominion over all the                                          
earth so that Christ the king will be                                           
the king of kings and the other nations                                         
will flock to this kingdom in order to                                          
gain their authority there so when we                                           
talk about how big the kingdom will be I                                        
think that Ezekiel is going to give us                                          
the probably the greatest boundaries of                                         
the kingdom that we can come in come                                            
with but it'll be challenging this this                                         
piece of a scroll behind me begins with                                         
I think it's Genesis 15 verse 13 if I'm                                         
not mistaken or is it verse 3 and it                                            
speaks about well I don't have the exact                                        
verse here it speaks about the land even                                        
that would be given to Abraham and                                              
Abraham of course never had that land he                                        
went as a sojourner never did inherit                                           
all of that land and even following that                                        
there was not the inheritance of that                                           
land that was given through there so can                                        
I say it'll be big I don't know if                                              
that's big enough today to consider all                                         
of that as a healthy way of looking at                                          
that but I think it will be big how's                                           
that thank you okay let's go to my                                              
friend Adam down in Midland Texas good                                          
morning question why did Paul continue                                          
to go out and preach to the Jews in the                                         
synagogue's after acts 15 Galatians 2 if                                        
they agreed that he Paul and Barnabas                                           
would go to the heathen and they Peter                                          
James a little flock to the circumcision                                        
was Paul being disobedient in doing this                                        
or had something changed after the                                              
agreement in acts 15 would his gospel to                                        
the Jews in the synagogue's be any                                              
different from what he preached to the                                          
Gentiles could Paul really preach two                                           
things at once if it was different okay                                         
excellent question which is why I like                                          
Adam because he actually studies the                                            
Bible                                                                           
and that is a question first of all let                                         
me just say that an evangelical and even                                        
a lot of dispensationalists wouldn't                                            
even know what he's talking about                                               
wouldn't you know what in the world are                                         
you talking about because I'm                                                   
evangelicalism has bought into covenant                                         
theology and it's a covenant theology                                           



kind of mixed in with a little bit of                                           
dispensationalism and yet it's one that                                         
says at least from Acts chapter two and                                         
most part even more than that they would                                        
probably even say all through the                                               
Gospels there was only one gospel it was                                        
that gospel of salvation Jesus dying for                                        
you                                                                             
ask any dispensationalist and they say                                          
if they've always just believed that                                            
Jesus was going to die for them so one                                          
gospel here now forevermore is what the                                         
dispensation will say what's a covenant                                         
theology says what evangelicalism which                                         
is just a confused bunch of misfits that                                        
all of them come together so Adams                                              
question they would look at that and say                                        
what are you even talking about that                                            
he would go and preach to the Jews                                              
because they don't even recognize that                                          
that there clearly is from acts 15 and                                          
Galatians 2 there clearly is this idea                                          
that says Peter James this little flock                                         
as we call it we will go to the                                                 
circumcision you will go to the                                                 
uncircumcision and actually the                                                 
scripture says we will take the gospel                                          
of the uncircumcision to the                                                    
circumcision you take the gospel of the                                         
circumcision other waiters around you've                                        
got all that anyway it speaks of the                                            
gospel of the circumcision and of the                                           
uncircumcision so got two messages two                                          
Gospels given to two groups of people                                           
now with that little bit of foundation                                          
there we do see that Paul did go to                                             
Jewish synagogues after that agreement                                          
and that's Paul also when he was there                                          
everything I can see is that when Paul                                          
was among a Jewish audience Paul                                                
hot the gospel of the circumcision                                              
because that was the appropriate message                                        
to be given there even in our study last                                        
night in Galatians chapter 5 when we                                            
came down towards the end of that what                                          
is it verse 21 spoke about envyings                                             
murders drunkenness revellings such as                                          
the land such the like of which I tell                                          
you before as I as oft and also told you                                        
in time past that they not you he's been                                        
using you but here he switches and says                                         
they which do such things shall not                                             
inherit the kingdom of God okay.you the                                         
Gentiles weren't going to inherit the                                           
kingdom of God you the Gentiles are not                                         
a part of inheritance and you're not a                                          
part of the kingdom you're Gentiles he                                          
says I've got a different message but                                           
you know there's some Jews here I mean                                          
they come down from Judea snuck in let                                          
me say a word about them that there is                                          
this matter of works that goes back to                                          



that Titus passage and again I think                                            
it's subtle but we see when we look                                             
closely at the words whether we're                                              
looking at Titus or we're looking at                                            
Galatians chapter 5 verse 21 or we're                                           
looking at acts 15 or Galatians chapter                                         
2 we always see this subtle change that                                         
is given a change in the direction of                                           
who is being addressed when works                                               
Kingdom inheritance comes into it                                               
repentance all of that there's always                                           
that shift that comes through there and                                         
we can always discern again if we read                                          
closely which is why I don't know why                                           
you'd want to read the Bible sloppily                                           
but if we read it closely we see hey                                            
indeed there is that change there now                                           
with that change why did Paul go do that                                        
after they had made the agreement and                                           
the agreement let's see if we can find                                          
the actual wording and the let me see                                           
here                                                                            
let's go with galatians chapter 2 verse                                         
7 on this contrariwise when they saw                                            
that the gospel of the uncircumcision                                           
was committed to me as the gospel of the                                        
uncircumcision was let's insert                                                 
committed unto Peter and it says for he                                         
that wrought effectually in Peter the                                           
Apostleship of the circumcision the same                                        
was mighty in me toward the Gentiles and                                        
so it goes on to say that the you know                                          
they gave the right hand of fellowship                                          
that we should go into the heathen                                              
that's the word ethnos by the way same                                          
as right up here Gentiles we should go                                          
to the heathen and they to the                                                  
uncircumcision to the Jews only that we                                         
should remember the poor and I was                                              
willing to do so now I think that as you                                        
look at this let's first of all go up                                           
here to this word committed and see what                                        
that word is it's the word for faith                                            
fact if we were to look the word up here                                        
in the scripture list a Bible search of                                         
that particular word believe as I                                               
mentioned the word it's a it's a piece                                          
tayo believer to have faith so here's                                           
here's an example we see it with commits                                        
if therefore you have not been faithful                                         
in the righteous Mammon who will commit                                         
to you your trust who will commit to                                            
your trust the true riches here that one                                        
word is translated in Luke 16 11 commit                                         
to your trust so let's go back to                                               
Galatians chapter 2 verse 7 the gospel                                          
of the uncircumcision was believed unto                                         
me was entrusted unto me was committed                                          
unto my trust as the gospel of the                                              
circumcision was to Peter and they                                              
recognized that it gave the right hand                                          
of fellowship say that's committed unto                                         



you go for it I don't think we see there                                        
a pro                                                                           
vision of crossing the lines there I                                            
don't think that says Peter you can't                                           
preach the gospel of Paul nor does it                                           
say Paul you can't preach the gospel of                                         
Peter you just recognize that one is                                            
Peters domain one is Paul's domain and                                          
one is Peters responsibility the other                                          
is Paul's responsibility but it would be                                        
irresponsibility for example if Paul                                            
were to go to the Jewish people and                                             
remember he loved the Jewish people and                                         
wanted to see their salvation indeed I                                          
think even their kingdom salvation he                                           
wanted to see the nation come to                                                
recognize their Messiah it would be                                             
irresponsible for him not to proclaim                                           
Peters gospel when he was there and it                                          
would be irresponsible to say you know                                          
that's the same gospel I'm preaching out                                        
here but he's got to preach that he's                                           
got to come in and share that and so I                                          
think that Paul the question was Paul                                           
being disobedient and doing this or had                                         
something changed after this agreement                                          
what I would say is I I think you're                                            
maybe miss reading the agreement some I                                         
don't think there is agreement that says                                        
Paul you are prohibited from the gospel                                         
of the circumcision Peter you are                                               
prohibited from the gospel of                                                   
uncircumcision I just think it says                                             
these Gospels have been entrusted one to                                        
Paul one to Peter and that is our area                                          
of responsibility that we are going to                                          
focus on but I think we could argue that                                        
even Peter and as he closed the second                                          
Peter speaks of Paul's gospel and                                               
encourages it endorses it even so I                                             
think that's reading too much into that                                         
passage to speak of such a such an                                              
agreement I think it just says this is                                          
our domain of responsibility that we are                                        
going to carry out appreciate your                                              
question there and also on YouTube Tony                                         
has a question what's your                                                      
interpretation of 2nd Timothy chapter 3                                         
verse 16 exegetically and contextually I                                        
don't see how it had anything to do                                             
with the production of the original                                             
manuscripts all Scripture is given by                                           
inspiration of God and is profitable for                                        
doctrine reproof for correction for the                                         
instruction of righteousness now as we                                          
look at this and how does it relate we                                          
want to know how does it relate to the                                          
original manuscripts that is the                                                
parchment upon which Paul wrote or upon                                         
which Moses wrote and I suppose not only                                        
the production of those but even we                                             
might talk about the preservation of                                            



those the word scripture here is the                                            
word Graaf a let's pull that word up in                                         
a Bible search and see what we get here                                         
and it looks like in the King James it's                                        
fairly consistently looks like a hundred                                        
percent of the times it is scriptures                                           
and so first time we see it goes to                                             
Matthew chapter 21 verse 42 jesus saith                                         
unto them did you never read in the                                             
scriptures the stone which the builders                                         
rejected the same has become the chief                                          
Cornerstone that word graph a if we're                                          
to look into the etymology of it which                                          
gives us some insight there it is the                                           
word for written you know you take the                                          
graphite and you write and you might                                            
have your autograph that is used there                                          
and so it is a it is a word for                                                 
something that is written the written                                           
scriptures are given by inspiration of                                          
God now what that tells us is that when                                         
they were written whether it was Moses                                          
or it was Ezekiel or it was Matthew Mark                                        
or Luke or it was Paul that those                                               
scriptures were God breathed and all of                                         
those scriptures then are profitable for                                        
doctrine reproof correction instruction                                         
in righteousness and they are what make                                         
you perfect thoroughly furnished unto                                           
every good work it tells us something                                           
about the the the the the knowledge that                                        
or excuse me the the inspiration I'm                                            
trying to find a better word there but                                          
the god-breathed nature of the letters                                          
which Paul wrote which speaks to us a                                           
little bit about the original                                                   
manuscripts that what Paul is writing in                                        
those original manuscripts which clearly                                        
became our scriptures and was understood                                        
as our scriptures they they looked at                                           
that but even in that day not everything                                        
that Paul wrote was considered inspired                                         
by God remember we talked about and when                                        
we studied first and second Corinthians                                         
that there might have been some people                                          
say even a third Corinthians and a                                              
fourth Corinthians and as I discussed                                           
that back in our study of first                                                 
Corinthians especially we look at that                                          
and I would say it doesn't matter if                                            
there was a third Corinthians we haven't                                        
lost that which was inspired those were                                         
some letters the part when Paul wrote                                           
his grocery list that was not something                                         
that was inspired by God that was                                               
something that was a grocery list so it                                         
tells us something about that particular                                        
word graph a which is only used to refer                                        
to the written scriptures that this this                                        
is god-breathed you know I think it                                             
really was the the the people of God                                            
whether they be Jews or later into the                                          



New Testament the church that they                                              
determined which original manuscripts                                           
were God breathed I don't think by the                                          
way it says that this particular                                                
parchment was God breathed I think it                                           
says the words there were God breathed                                          
therefore we don't need the originals                                           
what we need is the words this is why we                                        
do these textual studies you know and we                                        
come and said well this text says that                                          
and that text says this let's do a                                              
little bit of study to try to figure out                                        
which one is actually the words we don't                                        
care which one's the original document                                          
if if we had the original documents I                                           
know what would happen somebody would be                                        
worshiping them                                                                 
people would be kissing them people                                             
would be dropping the sacrifices to them                                        
flowers and fruits and whatever else and                                        
it would become shenanigan and that's                                           
not what what he wanted so it's not the                                         
actual ink and parchment that there was                                         
any inspiration in that it's the words                                          
there that were inspired and those words                                        
are what we have inspired for us today                                          
thank you appreciate your question there                                        
and let's see continuing on YouTube we                                          
are going to go down and see a question                                         
from Daryl on YouTube Isaiah chapter 65                                         
talks about the new heavens and the new                                         
earth is that the Millennial Kingdom or                                         
the eternal state let's go to Isaiah                                            
chapter 65 let's see I don't have a                                             
verse here see if we can find that there                                        
we go verse 17 I believe it is for                                              
behold I create new heavens and a new                                           
earth and the former shall not be                                               
remembered nor come into mind but be                                            
glad and rejoice ever and that which I                                          
create for behold I create Jerusalem a                                          
rejoicing and her people a joy now in                                           
the easiest sense that's that tells us                                          
some Daryl's questions here that this is                                        
actually the eternal state in the                                               
easiest sense I'm gonna make it                                                 
complicated in a moment the reason I say                                        
that is in the book of Revelation if                                            
we're going to let scripture interpret                                          
Scripture we get the time of the                                                
Millennial Kingdom and then it's at the                                         
end of that that we have the new heaven                                         
the new earth the new Jerusalem now so                                          
we would appear just to say that's                                              
talking about the eternal state and the                                         
challenge with                                                                  
that is in the rest of Isaiah 65 it                                             
looks like we are talking in fact let's                                         
even go to that's verse 7 habit they                                            
shall not eat not plant in another eat                                          
as the days of the tree are days of my                                          
people mine elect shall long shall long                                         



enjoy bro and my holy mountains saith                                           
the Lord this is the passage by the way                                         
in which we say we get this picture of                                          
the lion and the lamb even though it                                            
says the wolf and the lamb shall lie                                            
together the lion will eat straw like                                           
the Bullock but that doesn't make us                                            
nice a picture as you know lion sitting                                         
there eating straw and therefore when                                           
you go to the site and sound theater and                                        
you see in Branson Missouri I don't know                                        
if there's one in Lancaster or not at                                           
there but you see that lion and the lamb                                        
and everyone gets their picture in front                                        
of the line the lamb thinking of you                                            
know the piece that is to come that's a                                         
millennial passage who's misquoted but                                          
it's a millennial passage and and and                                           
really referring to the Kingdom period                                          
the millennial period not the eternal                                           
state so again when you go back to what                                         
was at verse 17 I believe it was and you                                        
see I will create a new heavens and a                                           
new earth and then in verse 18 New                                              
Jerusalem that's eternal state but why                                          
is that in the midst of this Kingdom                                            
state that's why it doesn't become so                                           
easy now I think that what we have here                                         
is that in the Hebrew Scriptures we                                             
don't have as much definition as we do                                          
in chronology we have a lot more                                                
definition in description but not as                                            
much in chronology and it's not until                                           
the end of the scriptures in the book of                                        
Revelation that we have the chronology                                          
of this millennial period as a matter of                                        
fact in the Old Testament we don't even                                         
know about a millennial period though we                                        
don't know when you think about a                                               
thousand years all we know is this                                              
kingdom this kingdom of bliss and that                                          
the old is going to pass away there's                                           
going to be new                                                                 
and yet the description of that if I may                                        
is is a little bit all placed together                                          
as one and there it is just the eternal                                         
Kingdom                                                                         
without the chronology that is given we                                         
have some chronology in the Old                                                 
Testament that goes right up to the                                             
establishment of this kingdom but beyond                                        
that we just don't have the detail there                                        
so I think that here we have to say that                                        
Isaiah 65 is talking about is he talking                                        
about the millennial kingdom or the                                             
eternal Eternity future I think the                                             
answer is yes and only when we get into                                         
the book of Revelation or do does this                                          
come about you know Peter talks about                                           
this earth being consumed and and                                               
destroyed I don't have the exact passage                                        
in front of me here but I think Peter                                           



writes that obviously clearly before                                            
John has the the timing of that I don't                                         
know that even Peter has the                                                    
understanding chronologically how all                                           
that's going to happen he just knows                                            
that the Hebrew Scriptures by which he's                                        
going speak of the fact that heaven and                                         
earth will pass away but my word will                                           
last forever and there'll be this                                               
newness that is going to come so I I                                            
think that the answer is this the                                               
millennial kingdom or the eternal state                                         
yes Isaiah 65 is talking about both of                                          
them verse 17 now we know is talking                                            
about the eternal stage you know later                                          
on verses what's the verse about the                                            
wolf and the lamb verse 25 is speaking                                          
about prior to that point so it's a                                             
little bit of dividing that out that                                            
comes from later knowledge that Isaiah                                          
was not given right there I appreciate                                          
that thank you very much and still on                                           
YouTube I'll get over to the other sites                                        
here just a moment to take your                                                 
questions on Facebook and Vimeo but                                             
Laurie has a question from North                                                
Carolina on YouTube do you think that                                           
the teaching that excuse me duty do you                                         
think that teaching the kingdom could be                                        
further extended beyond the one-year                                            
extension of Luke 13 6 through 9                                                
might that throw off the math of the 77s                                        
decreed for the nation's okay you know                                          
this is an issue which I don't know that                                        
we're going to solve in Luke 13 six we                                          
have this parable a certain man had a                                           
fig tree planted in his vineyard                                                
he came sought thereon found nah none he                                        
said unto the dresser of his vineyard                                           
behold three years I come seeking fruit                                         
on this fig tree and find none cut it                                           
down why come her to the ground and he                                          
answered and said Lord let it alone this                                        
year also till it shall dig about and                                           
dung it and if the if it bear fruit well                                        
if not after that thou shall cut it down                                        
now I think that the timing we've got                                           
here so the question is if we give that                                         
extension does that throw off the math                                          
of Daniels 77s you know what we've got                                          
in in Daniels 70s I'm trying to figure                                          
out the order to say this deal here                                             
let's come back to Daniel 77 it looks in                                        
this parable like after the three years                                         
of his ministry rather than cutting it                                          
down and going into the 70th week there                                         
is a one-year extension that is given                                           
does that mess up the seventy sevens to                                         
give that one year extension I don't                                            
think so because I think in Daniel                                              
chapter 9 and beginning in verse 24                                             
seventy weeks are determined upon my                                            



people in thy holy city what you have                                           
when you come to the end of this part of                                        
my my blue here but going from the from                                         
the going forth to restore and build                                            
unto messiah the prince there are seven                                         
weeks and threescore in two weeks that's                                        
sixty-nine altogether and the street                                            
will be built again and the wall even in                                        
troublous times after the threescore in                                         
two weeks which comes after the seven                                           
weeks thus after sixty-nine weeks                                               
Messiah be cut off but not for himself                                          
and then what I went to point off is                                            
after the cutting off until you get down                                        
to the first of verse 27 with a covenant                                        
confirmed for one week there's some                                             
things that happen here between the 69th                                        
and the 70th week it does not happen in                                         
a day that the people of the Prince                                             
shall come and destroy the city and the                                         
sanctuary and the end thereof shall come                                        
with the flood unto the end of war and                                          
end the war desolations are determined                                          
and the prince that then is to come is                                          
yet to come shall confirm the covenant                                          
there is in daniel built in between the                                         
69th week and the 70th week there is                                            
built in already sometime so here it                                            
could have been hey three years Messiah                                         
is cut off let's build that time let's                                          
give them an extra year according to the                                        
the issue there but I think you can put                                         
in an extra year then when that extra                                           
year is given Stephen says lay not their                                        
sin against their charge the Stephen                                            
says give them some more time God comes                                         
in with a mystery that's been hidden                                            
he gives now these 2000 years and we                                            
still have the 70 weeks intact because                                          
Daniel gives us at least the implication                                        
though not the words that there is a gap                                        
of time between 69 and 70 and so whether                                        
that gap of time is one year or that gap                                        
of time is 2000 years or whatever that                                          
gap of time may be that again is another                                        
chronological issue that is not given to                                        
us in Daniel and indeed has not given us                                        
to us to this point we don't know so                                            
God's clock stopped ticking when Messiah                                        
is cut off and it's going to start                                              
ticking again later I think that we had                                         
the implication in Daniel chapter 9                                             
verse 26 that it was                                                            
going to stop ticking when Messiah is                                           
cutoff because God doesn't count time                                           
with Israel when they're not in                                                 
fellowship with him and when you've cut                                         
off Messiah until Israel repents that                                           
clock doesn't start working again and                                           
when Israel repents and says blessed is                                         
he who comes in the name of the Lord                                            
then they're going to see him again so                                          



there's there's those that issue of                                             
chronology that puts in there so in the                                         
end I don't think that messes up the 70                                         
because there's a there's clearly a                                             
period of time between 69 and 70 in                                             
which Israel's out of fellowship with                                           
God in their not being counted and some                                         
day that that 70th week will begin and                                          
God will do that work and it's at the                                           
end of the 70th week then that we will                                          
enter into the kingdom and I appreciate                                         
that                                                                            
Pastor Bob up in Massachusetts wouldn't                                         
the kingdom occupy the promises of the                                          
land covenant through the Abrahamic                                             
covenant going back to our I don't know                                         
early in the program our question there                                         
on the Bob's question from Minnesota on                                         
the nature i I think that that would be                                         
the best place to begin to see what are                                         
the boundaries and go back to the                                               
Abrahamic boundaries because even when                                          
you get into Ezekiel you might actually                                         
be talking about the new heaven and the                                         
new earth there again we've already                                             
talked about how those kind of converge                                         
a little bit and it's a little difficult                                        
to separate those out perfectly and so                                          
going back to the Abrahamic covenant                                            
which again covers more than modern                                             
Israel today I appreciate that and Bob's                                        
done a good work trying to expose some                                          
of the false teaching of Steven Furtick                                         
twisted scripture and Steven Furtick                                            
doesn't like Bob doing that so you know                                         
rather than deal with it let people deal                                        
with it it cuts it off you know my my                                           
policy has been on comments even clips                                          
that others have used of my programs                                            
from time to time that I just                                                   
leave it out there unless there's some                                          
vulgarity in it once or twice I've                                              
deleted some comments that had vulgarity                                        
in them and a lot of times I don't even                                         
delete those mainly because I figure                                            
you're over 21 and you've probably heard                                        
it before and and sometimes it's good                                           
just to show what kind of people they're                                        
dealing with and let people know that's                                         
the kind of person we got okay I get it                                         
I just leave comments out there I I'm                                           
for the most part don't even interact                                           
with them especially on YouTube and and                                         
yet there are some like Steven Furtick                                          
and I think when you're a false teacher                                         
what you have to do is you close                                                
comments and you block anyone who has                                           
used you and you claim copyright rules                                          
and no doubt if Bob were to press that                                          
they'd find out that Steven Furtick                                             
doesn't have anything to go on in terms                                         
of copyright laws it's a fair use                                               



doctrine that is given there but thanks                                         
Bob anyway for what you're doing and                                            
those of you who are Bible teachers out                                         
there just grow a spine and be willing                                          
to know that there are going to be some                                         
people who attack you and they're going                                         
to see I got called on Twitter yesterday                                        
what was it just Shh not unreliable but                                         
some some kind of a bad term there that                                         
was given and I just said let's see I                                           
might be able to find that here well had                                        
too much going on there to find what                                            
that word is but basically I just said                                          
hey you know from one let's go with the                                         
word unreliable because I don't remember                                        
the term that was used there but from                                           
one unreliable bible teacher to another                                         
unreliable bible student let's just go                                          
into the Word of God and figure out what                                        
it means we don't have to take it all                                           
personally we ought to take it as okay                                          
if someone is attacking my teaching what                                        
he really is doing or she really is                                             
doing is attacking the what I'm the                                             
assumptions that                                                                
made into the Word of God maybe they're                                         
worthy of attack why don't I just listen                                        
and say okay do they have a point and                                           
analyze it that actually for me I have                                          
grown more in biblical understanding                                            
when someone attacked my position then                                          
in 10,000 amens when someone attacked                                           
the position then I went back and said I                                        
got to defend myself I got it I got to                                          
make this a I got AI got a gonna make                                           
sure that I'm right I gotta be correct                                          
and learned so much through there in all                                        
of that okay Stephen has a tech help                                            
question that I can help you with said I                                        
asked a question at questions at Randy                                          
white ministry but got email rejected                                           
here's why there's no s on it it's just                                         
a singular question question at Randy                                           
white ministries dot RG and sorry that's                                        
so close together we probably ourselves                                         
mixed it up a little bit but it is                                              
singular question at Randy white                                                
ministries dot RG thank you and Sarah's                                         
audio doesn't match Randy's mouth it's a                                        
gift it's a spiritual gift that I have                                          
Sarah it's actually not on your it's not                                        
a tech problem that is something that I                                         
am able to do that very few people other                                        
people are able to do mostly Japanese                                           
and Chinese and old movies but I am able                                        
to do this gift and I also like to joke                                         
see if we can work that out                                                     
often oftentimes what that is actually                                          
is on the receiving end that if there's                                         
a lot of traffic going on in your                                               
network it pulls the video a little                                             
slower than the audio and it's trying to                                        



push out as much as a ke Testament                                              
church learn from the emphasis that God                                         
places on Balaam even false teachers of                                         
the New Testament be equivalent to these                                        
warnings I'm gonna add to the question                                          
here Kent could pause warnings be                                               
equivalent to these warnings about                                              
Balaam let's go to a couple of these                                            
let's look at Jude chapter 1 verse 11                                           
woe unto them for they have gone the way                                        
of Cain and ran greedily after the error                                        
of Balaam for reward and perished in the                                        
gainsaying of core that is Korah as we                                          
have in the Old Testament so here he                                            
talks about three people Cain Balaam and                                        
Korah really three kind of illustrations                                        
here all related to bad actors and                                              
Balaam he says ran greedily after the                                           
error of Balaam for reward these are the                                        
two key words here greed and reward                                             
because you remember Balaam was a hired                                         
prophet and he was hired to give a curse                                        
and he was willing to give a curse for                                          
the cha-ching that was involved in it                                           
and of course you can go back to the                                            
Book of Numbers and get all the further                                         
insight into that and several places                                            
places in the in the New Testament that                                         
give there so here is a warning against                                         
those who will say whatever it says as                                          
long as it tickles the years of their                                           
audience and therefore the audience is                                          
going to give money let's just take that                                        
passage for example and say does that                                           
carry over into any of the the New                                              
Testament warnings that Paul gives                                              
though that passage in Jude and the one                                         
2nd Peter and 1 revelation I think                                              
wouldn't be directly given to the church                                        
today nonetheless I think there's a lot                                         
of similarity and for that matter all                                           
three of these that we could look into                                          
and so many more when we would say ok                                           
what's what's the tendency of a false                                           
teacher that Paul warns about let's go                                          
back into the Old Testament and let's                                           
see false teachers let's see false                                              
teachers and false prophets and we would                                        
see those like Korah we would see those                                         
like Cain we would see those like Balaam                                        
and we could build the anatomy of a                                             
false teacher from the Old Testament and                                        
then take Paul's warnings and say okay                                          
here in the tendency of mankind here's                                          
what a false teacher looks like so                                              
again though I agree with you that these                                        
warnings about Balaam are not directly                                          
to the church I don't see any reason                                            
that we can't carry those over because                                          
you know Balaam Korah Cain they were                                            
actually indifferent dispensations and                                          
yet it carries over into the particular                                         



dispensation of the Jude and Peter and                                          
John are speaking of and brings those                                           
about I think that false teaching is                                            
false teaching regardless of what                                               
dispensation you are looking into let's                                         
look at one more of those Revelation                                            
chapter 2 verse 14 a few things I have                                          
against thee because thou hast them that                                        
hold the doctrine of Balaam who taught                                          
Balak to cast a stumbling-block before                                          
the children of Israel to eat things                                            
sacrificed unto idols and to commit                                             
fornication so he's chastising the                                              
particular assembly here because there                                          
are those within that assembly who hold                                         
to the doctrine of Balaam and I'll just                                         
give my note from the book of Revelation                                        
in English it's hard to tell if this is                                         
a condemnation against the people who do                                        
three things or if it's all connected in                                        
Greek it is a single unit Balaam having                                         
taught Balak to entice Israel to eat                                            
things sacrificed to idols and commit                                           
immorality and I refer to numbers                                               
they're kind of a package unit I think                                          
is what we would see when we get into                                           
numbers but in English it's difficult to                                        
see are we talking about one thing or                                           
three things here but nonetheless you've                                        
got this Balaam who taught Balak to cast                                        
a stumbling-block against the children                                          
of Israel again so much application that                                        
does go there and this is where I think                                         
we have to be careful often when I teach                                        
the dispensation I talk about the                                               
carryover principle and say are there                                           
aspects or truth truths of one                                                  
dispensation that do carry over into                                            
another dispensation often because they                                         
are just generally true of the condition                                        
of lost mankind and therefore true here                                         
and I think that we could                                                       
take that and carry that out so another                                         
question by pastor Ricky a good one are                                         
there any missionary biographies you                                            
have been blessed by and would recommend                                        
you know I've read a number of                                                  
missionary biographies but the answer is                                        
no there I've been there's a number I've                                        
been blessed by I read most of those                                            
before I really began to rightly divide                                         
and so just kind of took encouragement                                          
especially in my early years of ministry                                        
I've read a good number of those Hudson                                         
Taylor of China read his autobiography I                                        
believe it is Bertha Smith had a book                                           
she was a Southern Baptist missionary I                                         
believe go home and tell is the name of                                         
her a biography that really inspired a                                          
whole generation of Southern Baptists                                           
that's my old Southern Baptist days and                                         
was inspiring but when you get into                                             



those much like Corrie ten booms the                                            
hiding place when you get into those                                            
what you find is their theology was                                             
really kind of sloppy and unfortunately                                         
this has historically been true in a lot                                        
of missionaries and you see that in                                             
Hudson Taylor the the one in the South                                          
George Mueller who just theoretically                                           
always prayed never ask for money                                               
and had a bunch of orphanages and the                                           
money always came in at the at a certain                                        
time there's a mystic even charismatic                                          
element that you pull out of that and                                           
maybe even George Mueller was kind of a                                         
mystic and charismatic I'm not                                                  
completely sure it would be interesting                                         
to go back and read some of those great                                         
missionary biographies now that I                                               
rightly divide the word of truth and to                                         
kind of analyze where their theology was                                        
I think that I might be uncomfortable                                           
when I was all when it was all said and                                         
done but I might also be able to look at                                        
it and say okay here are some men or                                            
women of God out there doing great                                              
missionary work                                                                 
and they had some of their theology                                             
messed up so I don't want to get my                                             
theology from them I am inspired by                                             
their passion I'm inspired by their zeal                                        
it's important that we get the theology                                         
now what would be very interesting is if                                        
you could go back for example let's say                                         
Hudson Taylor of China could you go back                                        
in his autobiography and discern the                                            
theological error and then see how it                                           
carried over into the the the missionary                                        
work in China or the church in China                                            
today are there some remnants of that                                           
now I may be wrong on some of my maybe                                          
Taylor was kind of right wasn't Taylor a                                        
part of what later became the China                                             
Inland Mission and wasn't                                                       
CI Scofield very associated with China                                          
Inland Mission and so maybe they either                                         
maybe maybe Taylor was right and they                                           
took that or maybe Scofield took what                                           
Taylor started and the groundwork that                                          
he laid and got the theology interesting                                        
to go back and do some further study on                                         
that and to come up with some                                                   
dispensational biographies of great                                             
missionaries and they because they are                                          
sometimes very inspirational and and                                            
very informative and you know they take                                         
us to another time and another place                                            
that's exotic and we love it through all                                        
of that so I think there's some real                                            
value to there and appreciate the                                               
question there okay                                                             
and now let me see where we are here                                            
just I think we have a couple more                                              



questions these will be our last for                                            
today yeah Greg has a question are there                                        
true prophets outside the nation of                                             
Israel I don't think so                                                         
let's question the assumptions on it and                                        
someone tell me if we come up with                                              
something but I think every prophet we                                          
have come                                                                       
from the nation of Israel both Old                                              
Testament and New Testament the prophets                                        
like Balaam are false prophets                                                  
altogether and of course I take a                                               
cessationist role which says after the                                          
Apostolic age there are no true prophets                                        
anyway and that brings us up to you know                                        
say 70 AD in in the latest of the                                               
prophets so I would not take any modern                                         
prophet wherever they're from to be a                                           
true prophet and I don't know of any in                                         
the scripture you have men like Agra bus                                        
whoo Agra bus in the book of Acts was he                                        
from was he from Antioch let's see here                                         
Agra Bus Acts chapter 11 in these days                                          
came prophets from Jerusalem unti and                                           
akka and there stood up agamous okay so                                         
Agra bus was a prophet but he was from                                          
Jerusalem had no I knew Antioch was                                             
associated but I couldn't remember if he                                        
was from there but it looks like he just                                        
went there I don't know of any prophets                                         
outside of the nation of Israel even if                                         
you take John for example in the book of                                        
Revelation and that kind of prophetic                                           
role pseudo prophetic role that he had                                          
in receiving that prophecy that Oracle                                          
from God and even if even you know him                                          
being on the Isle of Patmos which is                                            
obviously not Israel well he certainly                                          
of the nation of Israel even though his                                         
geography is not in the nation of Israel                                        
and I'll be going to the Isle of Patmos                                         
in October would love to have you                                               
participate in that I'll be going to                                            
Israel December 1 through the 10th and                                          
I'll just go ahead and say I've been                                            
meaning to say something about this and                                         
I haven't done it April the 13th through                                        
the 23rd you might not hear much about                                          
this but I happen to be taking a lead                                           
a-another church group that invited me                                          
to kiss real in it                                                              
if an October would love to talk to you                                         
about any or all of the above and both                                          
of these Eman and be a part of that okay                                        
mike has a question in Colossians                                               
chapter 1 verse 13 is the kingdom being                                         
addressed the kingdom of God and is Paul                                        
talking to Jews only or the church I can                                        
answer the question without reading the                                         
passage but then I'll read the passage                                          
and tell you why I answer the question                                          
that way I don't I don't recall exactly                                         



what Colossians 1:13 says but I have                                            
come to determine that the kingdom is                                           
never addressed in any other means than                                         
it is the kingdom of God that is the                                            
inheritance of the Jewish nation so if                                          
it's Kingdom that's where it is and                                             
being that then then sometimes as we did                                        
even last night in Galatians chapter 5                                          
we have to determine well why is kingdom                                        
here when it seems like we're talking                                           
about the church and that may be one of                                         
the cases in Colossians chapter 1 verse                                         
13 also where says he has delivered us                                          
from the power of darkness and                                                  
translated us into the kingdom of his                                           
dear son in whom we have redemption                                             
through his blood I mentioned earlier in                                        
the program Redemption I think is one                                           
that relates to the nation of Israel I                                          
think that often we would have to look                                          
at it in Colossians but these us                                                
pronouns and we pronouns almost always                                          
in Pauline epistles lend it towards                                             
going to the the Jewish nation they are                                         
the US and the we we would have to                                              
verify that here again my guess is and I                                        
may be wrong but my guess is in that                                            
context in Colossians you're going to                                           
get out of if you go before and after                                           
you're going to get out of us and you're                                        
going to go to you and see all that yeah                                        
and I just                                                                      
backed up a little bit verse 10 that ye                                         
might walk and it's a ye then until you                                         
get to verse 13 who delivered us again                                          
grammatical rules say you and us are not                                        
the same people you and we are not the                                          
same people so this is something I found                                        
just so totally across the board that if                                        
I have a kingdom it's going to be us it                                         
is us is going to be the Jewish people                                          
and if it's in Pauline writings it is                                           
going to be distinguished book ended                                            
with you you you us you and that just                                           
comes up over and over so this kingdom                                          
of God he's delivered us from the power                                         
of darkness and translated us into the                                          
kingdom of his dear son this is talking                                         
about not about the church but stalking                                         
about the nation of Israel now also here                                        
we have to say he is speaking                                                   
prophetically because the nation of                                             
Israel even if you want to reject                                               
everything I've said and say no he's                                            
talking about the church so let's even                                          
let's even go there let's let's play                                            
that game like the evangelicals okay                                            
it's actually me and you Mike that have                                         
been transferred into the kingdom of his                                        
dear son                                                                        
have we been delivered from the power of                                        
darkness you see people want to use this                                        



to say we are in the kingdom we have                                            
been delivered into the kingdom of his                                          
dear son but they leave out the fact                                            
that we have been delivered from the                                            
power of darkness and yet the power of                                          
Darkness is all around us and growing                                           
and what's the ultimate power of                                                
darkness it is death and yesterday I                                            
wasn't on the pariah on the program                                             
because one of our church members died                                          
the power of darkness is still a power                                          
which is here today so even if it's us                                          
we cannot take we're in the kingdom                                             
unless we're also going to say we're not                                        
under the influence of the power of                                             
darkness and clearly we are under the                                           
influence of the power of darkness so                                           
it's prophetically speaking speaking of                                         
something that is in the future and I                                           
think it's speaking for the Jewish                                              
nation                                                                          
not the church last question of the day                                         
and we have Melchizedek a prophet or a                                          
priest or a priest - you know I'm gonna                                         
give this one very briefly sorry that                                           
some of you seem to be having some                                              
buffering problems as well today but no                                         
kiss attack a priest after I I think                                            
probably just priests if you look into                                          
Genesis and Hebrews which are the only                                          
places in which we have anything about                                          
Melchizedek and had the Hebrews been a                                          
little more mature we would have known                                          
more because in that context Paul says I                                        
would tell you more but you're not ready                                        
to receive it so it's their immaturity                                          
that we don't know as much but a you                                            
know Jesus comes as a priest after the                                          
order of Melchizedek                                                            
I am not sure someone correct me if I'm                                         
wrong but I'm not sure that there's any                                         
prophecy that comes from the mouth of                                           
Melchizedek it is my position that                                              
Melchizedek is the pre-incarnate christ                                         
he is a christophany                                                            
therefore he is a an appearance of                                              
Christ prior to the the Incarnation and                                         
I don't think there's any other                                                 
legitimate answer because of the things                                         
the way that Melchizedek has described                                          
chiefly he has no genealogy not we don't                                        
know his genealogy he doesn't have a                                            
genealogy and therefore you know who is                                         
that it's got to be Christ doesn't it                                           
well we'll close our program wishing                                            
Fred and Honolulu the best just hard to                                         
imagine that you're there and we're here                                        
and I hope you have enjoyed your time as                                        
you come back to Tulsa tomorrow but I'm                                         
sure Tulsa will be utter paradise when                                          
you get there no place like home though                                         
is there thanks for being here today                                            



we do have Sunday at 10:00 1115 mountain                                        
time                                                                            
a prophecy primer gaining a basic                                               
understanding to prophetic teaching that                                        
leads up to a                                                                   
from now we'll begin to get into                                                
preaching through the book of Revelation                                        
I hope you'll join us 11:15 you want a                                          
text alert for that just send Randy                                             
white to 97,000 no spaces Randy white to                                        
97,000 also we'll be teaching the book                                          
of Acts on Sunday that's at 9:45 and                                            
then we'll join back next week for ask                                          
the theologian always a delight to be                                           
with you I hope you'll join us on the                                           
website Randy white ministries dot RG                                           
and until then you questioned those                                             
assumptions and rightly divide the word                                         
of truth I'm dr. Randy white great to be                                        
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


